Response to "Comment on 'Electron collection by a negatively charged sphere in a collisionless magnetoplasma" ' We do not think that there is significant dispute here [1] . We fully agree that the problem we have formulated [2] is to solve for the electron distribution, governed by Liouville's theorem, and account for the populated and unpopulated orbits. We also agree and have made clear that there is an important problem we do not solve, namely the cross-field transport of both electrons and ions. The transport problem is widely recognized in the magnetized probe literature, but not resolved. Our practical definition of the "neighborhood" of the probe is the region of the plasma in which the electron orbits can in fact be taken as governed by Liouville's theorem (which excludes cross-field transport). What we show, and calculate in detail, is that there is an important local electron flux reduction arising in that neigborhood due to the magnetic field, actually within one Larmor radius of the probe, not previously quantified. This effect must be accounted for in addition to any other effects on electron (or for that matter ion) collection arising from the transport region. In particular, if the transport problem is assumed to give a known local neighborhood electron density (locally Maxwellian), then the localized solution we give enables the electron flux density to the probe to be related to that local density.
